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Iil 'l'iWDUC'I'I CTr . 

In this paper th e -r.riter hopes f or a time t o es cape the confine s of 

renli ty, and the voluue s of case l c.n , and look , a lbeit brief1y, at the jurisprudence 

of a legal institution, the Family Prote ction Let 1955. The Yrri ter endeavours to 

sho71, not t h e intricacies of the ·::-cy the system has opera ted , but a living •,10r1d ng 

law i1:sti tution. That aim raises t he first large problem: vrith the aicl of vrh ?. t 

structural ano.lysis is it best to look at t he institution? 

The essay , rill deal Tii th normat ive structur e s , and so ciologica.l 

structures; this is not to preclude other sche;;ies a_s being usable, or even better, 

but to say tha t these arG the two coII1·wnest structures, and that ca.nvassing any 

oth ers would be a prohibitively long t ~sk. 

Having attempted to solve that question another devolves: in the 

face of the r e quirements of the analytical structure adopt ed how doe s the Family 

Prot ection Act bear up? 

The gener a l idea of the concepts of the act, a nd the assumption and 

pre cepts on wh ich it re sts is necess ary hovrnver, before any s uch reasearch ca n bc ci n , 

ru1d t hat v;ill be the first part of the paper. 

'l'Iili I'.:UHLY FROTECTI 01J SYS'i':::J ,; : AI.IS, r ri. -:c 2PI'S, J15= SUI,~FTI0NS . 

ATI!. : 

Basically t he aim of the system is simple and it is embodied in the 

statute in S!1-(l). That is ,that ,1here 11 adequate r.rovision is not available from his 

( the testator's) estate for the proper maintenance and support thereafter of the 

persons by ',7hom or on Tihose behalf application may be made under this Act as 

aforesaid, the Court may, at its discretion on application so made, order that 

such provision as the Court thinks fit shall be TI:ade out of the estate of the 

deceased for all or any of those persons". 

This aim has been considered as quite a radical change to the ideal& 

of' the coI!l['lon lm7 that there should be testamentary free dom, al though historical 

studies do not in fact s h ov1 this. (1) But it is true to say that this system is 

quite different from the civil lavr system ( operv.ting by fixed portions) , which is 

very predominant in the lavr world today. 

A g_ues-fion ari s es as to how far t he aim should be construed. 

Or:i. gi~ly it s eems the lc c;lisb.tion is . only intended to corre ct nhe. t have b een 
rncrol ,; 

cnJ.lecJ. fl agrant/ abuses (2), but t he r e is no doubt that t he Courts have s een fit to 

extend t heir poi:rnrs be_yoncl tbiVlftbPia v~~EW~ty 0~ 
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AS ~'UMP1'I0N8 ! 

s3. "Blood is thicker than water". The Legislature has assumed that 

the family is still the basic unit in society, and that thus the family should be 

the protected g11oup. This has been overshadoVTed in some cases (5) where the 

social situations have been complex and the family ralationships immaterial. It 

seems that as the rules of intestacy became fairer to widov1s and dependants the 

erstwhile advantages of freedom of testacy i.e. the power to provide for dependants, 

vanished and be came seen as disadvantages since they led to possible disinheritince. 

s4. That the courts should use discretion in decision making. The 

whole concept of discretion and justice is one nhich will be discussed later, for 

prima facie in a normative analysis justice may not be discretionery. 

S5, 13. That the system has in reality very little to do rrith t he 

duty of a testator to maintain and provide in some way for dependents after his 

death. Moral turpitude may disentitle a claimant, while most types of benefits 

remain JX!.Yable even if a substantial annuity or lump award is obtained, but on t he 

other hand S7, by requiring a pro r ata ademption of the entire estate, s eems to r aise 

the testator's original moral duty aeain. 

Sll, lla. That the Court should enter into reasons for disinheriting 

or inadequately providing in order to Give as much effect to a testator's wishes as is 

possible. Freedom of testacy is preserved to some degree. Detectable,in addition, 

is a desire to anchor decisions on facts, to conform to public morality unfettered 

by procedural rules, thus guarding against arbitrariness. 

Remedial. 'fhe whole act is intended to be remedial of possible 

situations, which would otherwise simply become the state's responsibility. But 

this is not to say that the state revokes responsibility; the welfare state is too 

well established for that, merely that the leglislature saw the family unit as too 

important to be threatened by cantankerous selfishness on the part of a testator. 

As aforementioned the remedy may not be aimed at economics ?ut at morals, the 

maintenance of the family as a unit for societal benefit overshadows the maintenance 

of persons by the welfare system. 

FRECEPr: 

That the Court will act, with normal processes altered only by t he , 

express terms of the act, to see that a form of social engineering by discretion is 

carried out in accordance 1:1ith the asstunptions mentioned above, and mo.st particularly 

with that r-1entioncd first , t hat blood i s t hicker t han water. 

T]E li',\J,;n,Y T'ROTI!:CT I ON AC'r J.S A rrnRT.'.i.'rIVI~ SYSTJ],l . 

The normati\re system i s based not on \'/hat does happen but on dut ouc;11t 
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to happen , the factors directing that postulated b ehaviour are called norms . 

Norms are thus obj ective . They cont a in a prescriptive course of' behaviour and the 

sanctions which atto.ch if tha t behaviour is not fulfill ed. Strictly there are no 

casual connections between the style of the breach and the type of sanction invoked. 

This is a view which aims a t the essentials (law properly - so - called to 

Austinians) of the Family Protection system. Kelsen calls the ba sic norm or 

essential a II grundnorm11
; this provides a b ase which is efficacious to the proµ3r 

functionine of an other norms ; they nil1 fit , sanctionable beha viour ,7ill not. 

Kelsen s ays 11 effi cacy neans t hat the norms are actually obeyed and actually enforced". 

In using the term "grundnorm" the rrriter does not intend to accept the ramifications 

of Kelsen's pure l aw theory, but rather to express t he idea of essentiality , of 

basicity; to 1;1ean the norm upon which others which make up the i nstitution are 

based. 

Normative structu'.r·es are intended to be definitional of the institution 

to which they are applied, though to the writer merely defining the rules which 

guide an ins t itution is hardly definitive of its rol e , <l.espi te the f a ct that it may 

operate according to those 6cidLDg precepts. For this reason while systems of rules 

are deduced no institutions a.pIJca r from thern. On this basis alone the author finds 

difficulty in reasonably interpreting ,rhat is obviously an institution rather than a 

body of r egulations. 

But is there some nay to find the institut ion in a sy stem of rules? 

.Al though the system may apparently consist only of rules, those rules do have s ome 

essence of morality contained within them which gives a lhadow of an institution, 

otheFnise one could not state/£~sumptions gleaned by reading the act. Unfortunately 

the pure theory concept of a defining norm does not and cannot include eny moral 

ideas since moral ideas are subjective, but as will be seen later it appears 

impossible to remove this from the norm and leave the norm whole. The institution 

might be further fleshea out in the norr.-~tive analysis by the addition of the 

principles ( other norms ) by rrhi ch the system of rules is controlled and in accordance 

with which it runs. • 

But the Family Frotection system may be described at least in part 

normatively, if one ~ccepts that a workable norm in this area must contain an 

ultin,a+.e mor2l judgement, here on the pe.rt of the legislature ost ensibly on society 's 

behalf. 'l'he idea of the grunc1norm of the l<'amily Protection system rrould fit this. 

The purpose of the institution has been, to the Courts at least, f airly c onsistent, 

al though )as nlreacly noticed_, rhether that r,-:crticular purpose vras the one ori c:'..nnlly 

envi_~;q_1.,. P.(l -i!'\ n mo,.i~ nnint_ 'l't' R ,n•i ·f-.P.1• .,_,,h ,1·if·•: th,-,+ vPl1, ..... i 11nrn in r.n+:f-> rnu.c:;t be r.JJ.o':,ed 
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into norms, despite t he obvious obje ctive/subjective cln.s~1, to allow 2 ny frui ti'ul 

study of the :Family Protection sustem. Kels en and t he other pure lm7 theorists 

attempted to exclude value judgements from norms , but it is difficult t o get a,my from 

the obvious point that the :B'amily Protection system is in fact based on a series of 

assumptions, the most important of nhich, the writer submits, is t hat already 

mentioned, tha t blood is thicker than vrater. '.i'hat the f amily unit is important in 

society and vlill remain s o.' But t:elsen's criticism of subjc ctiveY1ess in pure law 

thinking is most valid in a si tur1tion s "eh as this where the failure of the vnlue 

judgement would entail the failure of the c;ruJ1Clnorm and the hiera r chy of norms ,£EE; the 

system. If a legal system fails by virtue of human mis judt;ement, t hen it is hard.J.y a 

pure scientific discipline which is empirically as cerbdnable. Do we thus have to 

look deeper to the wholC' legc..l system to fincl a p;rundnorm? 

'l'he search, in the writer's opinion, is in utile for even at the point in 

l aw where all that can be said is that norrr.s nill obeyed., the grtmJJ10:"in fall s into the 

s ame difficulty, that people ;·rill simply decide t o follow another. At the level of 

personal sovereignty,law thus becomes uncertain, and no legal syst em consistently 

applicable to society or even a cla ss thereof can be discovered. If it were sn:i.d that 

the concept of a gr-undnorm conta ined the notion that it is obeyed,what happens to all 

the precedents and established behavioural patterns when a grund.norm :ts overthrmm, is 

it simply to be assumed that society i7as J;Jist aken in follovring the overthrmm idea? 

Even more damaging is a case such as l.l~3ZIUBAJ,'.lJ"TO v LARDl{:2R- BlJ.:uq ( 6\ 

where a decision had to be made as to the legal nature of a nation's government. Is 

the de facto government the sovereien body or is the de jure? Where does a grund.norm 

such as "the so~ereign will be recognised" stand in a case such as that? The 

decision must rest on the value judgement of the observer just as it did in that case. 

Obviously the grundnorm is in fact no more than a rule of thumb. The normative 

system, established to give law scientific certaintly, rests, in reality, even at 

this most basic level on the attitudes of the law makers. This is simply evidenced. by 

the divergent opinions of the Law Lords in l.labzimbamuto. 'fhe author does not ta.1rn 

seriously any arguP.1ent to the effect that some of the Law Lords saw the grundnorm 

• 
and th!. t some did. not. The idea lacks reality ; the Law Lords have mistaken the law 

before, and admit the possibility of this happening in tho fu-cure. Should a 1:-iajority 
> 

be vest ed w:i.th Godlike intuition by v-irt UE 0f be ing the ma jority? 'l'he decision here 

furthermore , appeared not, in any w a.,y ., to affect the actual situation in Rhodesia , it 

wus simply ignored. So if we say " the gr vnc1norm vw .. s elucidated by the Lorcls" , ,,e 

must contrr.l.st thc:.t n:L th, "but the s i tuc,tion did not chnnr,011
• The idea that the 

grundnorm is essent:i.o 1 is thus destroyed, 1.mlc.s s we C['..n say that the crunc1nol'ti1 rec;ts 
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in fact rather than in theory in this cas e. But nov1 the 11 ougl1t" ... ~ suppor.,ecl by the 

Lords' decision is replaced by the 11 1· s" of nctua11· ty. T' b · f tl .... 11e as is o -1e norwa i;j_v e 

system is lost. 

A norm should not be challenred and disobeyed even 1·r o seen as morally 

invalid sioce it is still normat ively valid and may only be altered normativ eJ.y. 
Moral criticism is only subjective and thus theoretically open to donbts vrhich the 

norm, an objective rule , is not. '.Phis illustrates another weakness in the analysis. 

No account may be t aken of the winds of change until in f act they have blown the 

norm away, and repla ced it with another. '.111is would appear to weaken any structure 

developed on a normative basis, for structural alteration llllder these circur.1stances 

would be very diff icult, and very sudden. 

So the possibility of a useful analysis consisting of a code of rules 

separated from practicality and existing in their mm ri g..'1.t is slight. Perhays to 

s a.y tha.t institutional r ul es are for conduct rather than of concluct is the argw.-1ent 

in a nutshell . 

It is a core conception that lc:.1 achieves order in society, thus lai:,'s 

potential value as a social engineer is huge. On the other hand,it is a cliche to 

say t hat one cannot leglislatc for morals. Certainly in a pure norrnative syst em 

mor als can not be a part of a norm, though they may grow from its operation. The 

question thus arises as to whether this type of social engineering is a moral activity. 

In one major way it appears not to be - the people to whom the moral lesson should be 

taught are ex hypothesi dead. It is a moral injustice vrhich is being remedied. so as 

to maintain the social cohesion of family units, rather than a moral lapse punished. 

Normatively this fits. The institution is purposive, designed to aid or remedy. 

Rules of ccnduct are established (by the courts) for their utility in producing an 

end in accordance with the grundnorm ( this may be seen in S4 (1) of the A.et) - and 

a remedial action in aid of a family WJ.it is in accordance with the assumptions 

already made. It is thus submitted that the Family Protection institution may be seen 

as an instrument for ordering society on moral terms not for morally reconstructing it 

in the sense of providing a continuous lesson to testators, thoui;h of course that 

effect may ariseo Moral retribution is not the aim e.g. vrhere en application is 

allowed against an intestate estate no possible moral state~ent is made, yet society 

benefits. 

The concept of validity may give rise to some difficulty. In o normative 

structure the grundnorm is the ultimate sour ce of validity. If the heirarcby of norr:rn 

is truly bas ed on the t;rundnorm then all norms will be valid since they le0.d uoi~e 
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and more precisely t o the efficacy in goal achievement required by the t;rundnorm. So 

a valid rule applied by a legal system following norms of correct process will lead t 0 

a valid and efficacious conclusion. As far as this analysis goes it is undoubtea.J.y 

correct. But in the writer's opinion it is ineffective in the social context.. It 

can only be recognised that the normative concept of validity in law is sterile and 
o<.,t ' 

indeed it is not intended to be otherwise. Nevertheless in searching/an analytic system 

for an institution it is of little use on its own. The courts have well established 

procedures to attempt to ensure the validity of decisions; the appeal procedure, 
Q';,J 

court traditions, the principle of disinte:g'edtedness, the opinions of the le gal 

comm~1ity etc; yet complaints of bias, inefficiency and malfunction are unfortunately 

common. The reason? The activ:i:-vities of human applicators in the system. In other 

words there is a large measUJ.·e of distinction between validity and applicability. 

A normative analysis vJill usually not recognise this distinction since moral invalidity 

has no effect on normative validity as has already been seen. Morals in this context 

are simply value judgements, and. value judcements are not catered for within the 

normative system as normally postulated. ~',here they are included) the writer submits 

that in fact the value of the norrmtive system, certainty, is lost, the result being 

EU1 ernp.J>culated grid suitable for neither a normative analysis nor for a sociological. 

In defence of a normative analysis it may be said that the norm attempts 

to give a guide to human behaviour; this could be called the II ought" function. On the 

basis of the "ought11 function the courts nay decide whether an action (here by a 

testator in a Yri.11) was foolisb or otherrr.i.s.e, and as to '7hether the consequences foll01.1-

ing would be desirable or not. This aligns \'r.i.th the assumptions already referred to 

of obeying the testator wherever possible, but in general reinforcing the family by 

redistribution. 

Change in a normative system is allowed by the extension of new 

permissions since not all possible situations may be predicted. Thus in a way a norm 

may be seen as a social change factor which gives social meaning to existing behaviotu• 

rather than creating it. The norm may simply impose a gro~p of rules to govern an 

existing situation as it may be seen as doing in this institution. When the norm of 

freedom of testacy was blom1 away and legislatively replaced, at least to some extent, 

· a new rule pattern Tias established for the distribution of testnr.1entary income a.nd 

capital. It could have been a complex set, governing all types of situations vtlth 

patterned answers ( such as lcgi tim lfixed portio!!..1 systems of many civil law 

jurisdictions); or it might be ~5 here, a simple extension of discretion to the courts 

to ::;olvc problems as they see f:i.t; with no direction from anywhere except for 

exis-Line norms eoverning discretion and the court I s orm socitl sympathies. This 
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leads on to the next sect ion. 

DISCRETI CH ANp JUSTICE TI~ A NOill!.;'\TIVE SYSTH,:. 

There i_s a general desire for justice in a community even though none in 

(;(\ () 

that community aE1ft ade~uatelf describe Tihat justice is. 'fl1e concept of justice 

implies that rules of conduct will not be 1:18-de arbitrarily, but in accordance rri th 

rules of conduct already established in the legal ~yst em. So· in sorr.e ways justice 

will always bear some resemblance to an existing social norm which is considered a 

just one. 

Since it is unjust to treat equally those v;h o are unequal, justice's 

application must be controlled to produce the goal required. In the Family 

Protection system, in lieu of a set of rules giving these control patterns, dis cretion 

has been introduced. But is discretion compatible with justice? At first sight 

. apparently not. Discretion would a.ppear to contain within it the arbitrary and 

perhaps bias ed aspects Jstudiously avoided by the justice seeker. However in fact the 

writer srlbmits that the two conce pts are mutually acceptable. Discret ion gives the 

court the power to folloTI a rule VIhich is applicable but nhich is b eyond the set of 

alternatives allowed. As has alrea.dy been mentioned, normatively it is impossible to 

predict all possible situations; by restri~ive rules the court may be forc ed to act 

more unjustly more often than by a system admitting sor.i e flexibility. That thi s 

situation was desired is shorm by S5 and 13 of the Act. The discretionary choi ces 

made by the judicary will often be, because of the nature of the court system 

based on patterned behaviour ( the precedent system) or upon the application of policy 

considerations. Ylhere two policies compete the court is in s o.rne diff iculty, and so 

is the concept of justice. But being bound by a prescriptive rule is superior in 

terms only of certainty for rarely are two situations the saine. Discretion must be 

relied upon to choose where shadowy concepts such as justice and policy intervene. 

CONCLUSION. 

While the writer would not entirely exclude a normative approach to an 

institution as being useless, it would be fair to say that its sterility makes the 

study of a living institution rather less fecund than it should be. Furthermore 

the internal consistency of the v;hole theory is open to some doubt. On the one hand 

a value-free system fs envisaged, ·:1hile on the other in a htnnan orgonisation that a 

basic value is held by society would. appear to be the fundamental reason for 

allowine the institution to develop in the first pl~ce. 

'.!.'he writer had assumed (before actually nriting anything) that v,hcre 

social engineering :Ls rcquireJ., a normatively based sy~,tem , where oll rules leacl 
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securely to the anticipated goal, would be the b es t. It had s e-,med axiomat i c t ha t 

cert ainty and equality of c on:,ider ation YTould demand t his. ilowever) ha vint; clis cu sscJ 

the normative syst em , and having found tha,t the Act is not fundamentally norr.iative,., the 

writer submits that the legisla ture wished to achieve a solution in a better mw. · So 

we turn now to a sociological view of the institution. 

A SOCIOLOGI CAL ANALYSI S. 

Pound postulet es that the l aw is a i med to give a max imum satisf.;,.ct ion 

of wants, and that as such a f unctional attitude i s important . The la\'r is j U(1gecl on 

a purely concrete b asis for its a.~ility to extend t he 1::oals f or which it i s des ired 

to be used, in refer ence to its social utility. Ho says t hat "leGal order (i s) 

an engineering tas k of achieving practica l results \'Tit h a minimum of frus t rat i cn and 

waste". (7) 

This sets t he scene for sociologica l a ppr oach to t he Family Protect i on 
. 

system; for tha t approa ch r equires a s t udy of the "is " rather than t he "oug.."it" 

already referred t o. The dec isions ,7hi ch must be made in connecti on with the 

instituti on are made by people who can r efer to a s ocial base themselves, r ather tho.n 

in a ccordance wit h a rule of c onduct b ased. , not upon c onduct at all, but upon l ogic. 

So t he approa ch i s socioloeiceJ., it deals with people withi n and 

without the institution; it deals with the social interes t in f amily protecticn from 

an il:Tes pons i ble I fooli s h or unlucky te s t a,tor; it deals with the values vrhich s u pport 

the system; it deals with the adjustment of loss es. 

Individual rul es for conduct in each c ase come out of the fac ts , a nd 

' upon these rules non:ns or human activity are applied to a id decision. The 

institution I s law is thus distilled out of an interplay of social forces and 

circumstances, previou s decis ions and judge's personalities. Since there are few 

norms laid down here the facts of each case are more important. 

Summers (8) would call ~his institution a public benefit conferring 

one, due to the f a ilure or possible f ailure of the pr ivate arrangement. The writer 

intends to ascert ain what public benefit is conferred. 
• l¼)Q. 

The answer to t hat ques tion of cours e) decides how ~ ins titut ion 

bears_ up , for a s has already b een illust r a t ed , to s ay h ow a syst em ough t t o b e 

oper at ed , when i n ct s ence it is oper ating i n a n entire ly differ ent way i s of li t tle 

use t o a socie t y evel~ating i t . 

SOCHL FU1!C'l'I0H n: A SOCIOLOGIC.'Jc PJTALYSI.S . 

Sociological 311al ys is sees l arr o.s purposive , aimecl at a goal , not the 

11 ought" goal of normative stuclies but a pra ctical goo.le Laws are cstablishei f' or t hoil~ 
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utility, nnd a.re r etained for their success . If succos ::;ful, laws are :tnstrun:ent tl 

in changing situations which fail to be governed, thout;h probably not attituclcs as 

has already been discussed. Thus u socia l policy may be legally effected. 

The goals for which the lav, is promulgated should be deducible by 

the decision makers, definable in terms of what is required to satisfy them, and 

definable in terms of the class nhich is to be satisf:i.ed by them. 'rhe Family 

Protection Act meets thesa three criteria which allow effect to be given to socia l 

policy. Sections of the Act suffice to shovr this: Goal - S4; satisf'icing ter~s -

Ssl.,5,6,7,8,11,llA, and 12; and the satisfied class Ss3,6,9,13,15. 

Raz presents a useful analysis of the· social func tions of law. He 

believes that there are two types of social function in J.av,, the direct function 

which arises out of the obedience to, and the application of lav1, and the indire ct 

which arises out of the operation of the direct and r:hich conc erns attitudes, 

behaviour, vaJ.ue support or denial, etc.. In effect the psychological res ponse to 
. 

a reality. T'ne indirect function is thus dependant on the direct for its existence. 

He further divides "direct" up into 'primary' and 'secondary'. 

Primary functioni are; firstly: preventing lmdesirable and securing 

desirable behaviour - criminal law sanctions, prohibiti.o.ns etc. This classifica.tion 

could fit the institution in that a single act of undesirable behaviour may be 

converted to desirable. This is tortuous, Raz is really thinking in terms of 

. sanctions, and because of the availability of other more suitable classificetions 

the writer submits that this is not an adequate investigatory tool~ 

The second is providing facilities for private arrangements. Again 

' this is not really suitable, it is to do with the process rather than the goal of 

the system (since it is by the process of overturning such arrangements that the 

goal is servea). The courts recognise their power to override such aITangernents. 
poi.ier 

While will making/is unaffected the courts may alter the will to give effect to a 

judicial concept of adequacy of maintenance~ that is probably out of line with the 

testator I s. Private arrangements such as contracts and other legal relationships 

give a right to acquisition, and must also give a right to dispose of the property. 

Private arrangements thus provide a major part of the testacy problem. The law 

governs private arrangements in terms of their desirability, and this is exa.ctly 

what this system does~ dispositions and acquisitions are limited in society's 

interest, individual choice is r estricted. 

The third primary function is the provision of services and the 

redistribution of goods . The service provided by the act has already been submitted 

us the aim of the a ct,, If the system did not provide maintenance \There deso:cvcd 
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then the act would have no justification for its existence. 'l'he legidature in 

passing the laws to regulate this institution thus did so r.ri th the pro•risioll of v1i 5 

service in mind; it was rational and purposive behaviour leaa.~ng .;.. 0 .... ,., a concrete goc,_l . 

The redistribution of goods is the obvious codicil to the goal thus established, 

and this is clearly required as the method of aim achievement. It is a completely 
h 

distingui:r'able area of the institution. Here the content of the system may be seen 

as reflecting the needs of society. 

Finally,the settling of unregulated or partly regulated disputes. 

The institution also serves this function in alloning collrt discretion in deciding 

upon what are adequate ori teria for provision to be ordered. Of course the 

function could be served also by the provision of a set of rules. That the 

leglislature did otherwise is an illustration of its feeling that a pragmatic 

solution to testatory problems was not to be found in set rules. The problem 

being a humnn one was various tn its difficulties, and the importance of flexibility 

was an original assumption of the Act. 

Raz's secondary functions consist of what the writer submits a.re 

lubricatory devices; rules of change and rules of application. All law institutions, 

and Particularly ones based on statute have such rules, frequently traditional, 

governed by precedent, changing with social mores. The Family Protection system 

has them, and it is these rules which allow the system to remain flexible and thus 

adequate in the way that other statutes have not. The other major reaso~ for this 

effect is the social base of the judges and the discretionary powers rrhich they 

have. 

There are also the indirect social functions, the ones that axe 

served by the direct. In prov:i.rl:u,~ facilities to see the direct ftL~ctions a.!'e 

executed, 4-rE¾ the. direct social goal is achieved.. By achieving that goal, the 

indirect goal is also accomplished, that is , that family units are protected from 

rash, irresponsible and deluded behaviour, or necessities are provided in the event 

of financial difficulty consequent upon death. Of course the indirect functions 

come to more than this. Wit~ every successful case the systems esteen is r aised 

in the public eye, the state revenues may be lightened of an extra Yrelfarc burden, 

or a judge may gain s atisfaction from his job. 

The sociological function of the institutior. may 'be seen n.s direct inc 

!!!en to perform those actions which are consiclered necesso.ry t.o the n.ttainme;nt of 

common good and as prohibiting or remedying those TI11ich deny this . 'i'he l~w pu-:::-

:1.nto legal terms an obl:igo.tion mi tic::~table by circumstG..ncm1, :u-isin.:; u:r-:'!. c~ •t·: -t : 2' (•1.d, 

of' what the leglislattU'c sarr us a r:1orc.l ohlit;o..tion t o rn1.in tc.ln soc:b "L uni-LJ . 
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Raz-'s direct and indirect social functions are , the writer submits, best expln.in~cl 

and illustrated in terms of an ability to provide services , in distribution of 

goods, and in provi~ing avenues of private arrangement rer.-aration (9). 

SOCIAL JUSTICE Aim THE SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH. 

The concept of social justice consists of a claim by~ man upon 

another to conform to the rules for conduct and allocation. By allocation it is 

meant that by distribution according to need or desert the job of the 

institution in securing social justice is done. Allocation by desert entails a 

notion that men are responsible for their actions, and that allocations are made 

in accordance with actions. This is provided for in the act by Ss5 and 11 and 

implied by the limiting words of S4 "adequate maintenance". In deciding upon an 

allocation the court must see that the claimant has an upholdable case for an 

m1ard., the settlement must be fair in regard to circumstances such as,size of 

estate, the claimant1s financial position, other claiL1ants, ,-,ork done to build up 

the estate etc. Claims may fail because the clai mants moral standing is i mpugned. 

Allocation according to need may replace desert in some circumstar.ccs 

So in some cases restrictions on the use of the money are imposed, (10), and as 

need changes the court has the jurisdiction to vary t he award under S12. 

Flexibility also allows the court to award money, as it is needed, by 211nuity or 

lump sum. However  a practical feature of most es t ates today is t hat after duties 

and expe~ses have been paid, and future inflation accounted fo~, most estat es are 

too small to provide anything but a  meagre income. T:'le welfare sy stem will still 

bear a major portion of the burden of maintenance ; thus it i s submitted that 

allocation according to need should not be overstressed. 

The concept of social justice al s o gives rise t o an idea of special 

relationships, whereby a member of a frunily has a prior call on the fo.mily 

advantages. This is often a matter of individual justice, and that is the usual 

form undertaken by the court. As already mentioned,  the institution doe s not 

attempt to morally r econstruct society, merely to remedy,on a moral b as i s,an 

individual case. Social justice is only achieveuble b ecause of a generel feeling 

in society that  i rrational or inconsistent behavi our is open to criticism, and to 

public judgement a.I}d rect~ification. 

CONCLlISION: 

The  sociolocical ::i.pp1•00.ch , i t is submitted, is,  of the two look ea 

bl f .... ·  · f'. tho c,ffo~-'- of' ti~c 
at, by far the more adequate and ~;uito, e or 1.1:::,cc:-,,ain::...n.., ~ ~ -
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institution on the society in which it is based. This involves, not that larrs govern 

man, but that the laws relating to the way rof'...n governs himself' are important. A 

normative theory appears, ( thoueh spuriously it has been discovered), to have the 

advantage of being a logical .set of deductions from a valid grundnorm to establish a 

~asis for study. But the analysis brea..~s dorm, not only because of internal 

inconsistencies, though these les:ecredibility, but because the theory simply is 

r" 
ildelevant to life. It is a study of the senantics 01 ... law, of words and meani:igs. 

On the other hand,the sociological approach allows consultation of value systems 

and scientific data, which prove often the nonlogical and unreasoned behaviour of 

bUL1ans. The institution is one which is an example of human action and activity to 

the sociologist and should be seen also as such by the lawyer. 

The author does not entirely dismiss the norwative analysis. Without 

some ideas of what rules are .,just r:hen and v1by rules are valid, and the nature of 

obligation, the legal system v10uld not be able to exist at all. .A system must have 

some internal coherence and despite its ovm difficulties the normative analysis may 

serve to fill this role. It is sub11i tted tlrn.t the sociological vieTI of everything 

would lead only to the dis co very of individuals, who ITould be, as it i7ere, worlds 

VIithin a >1orld. What is right to one may be r,rong to others, and yet strength of 

numbers or intensity of feeling has also proved mstalcen before (11). Life r:iight 

well be poor,brutish and short,to echo Hobbes, in these circunstances. At least 

under a normative analysis the basic assur.iption, the.t the majority (or their 
e 

elected representatives) are soverlir;n (even if not morally justified) in the 

enunciation of law, may be rnade, and rules may be further deduced to form the 

skeleton of legal system. It !natters not that the original assumption vms incorrect; 

that, the individual should be sovereign not the majority; for that concept is 

expedient and Tiorkable, and the benefits achieved by 2Il individual from a norking 

society btl~nce the wrong suffered. The norI'.lative approach i.e. the acceptance of 

some basic creed such as sovereignty in the me..jori ty is thus a necessary corrollary 

to acceptance of the social contract, just as a skeleton is essential for a human 

body. To ta.lee the analogy further, for a mind to exist no skeleton is needed, but 

for a mind to affect humans it is, collltJunication is necessary. The mind controls 

and influences the physical. ','fithout a mind the body is useless, but nithout a bocly 

the mind is ineffective. In looking at the s.:rstem it is submtted that a sociolocical 

viEm should be te.ken, but a.lvmys reoeobering tha t ni thout the norm::i.tive there TIOuld 

be nothing to look at. 
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It remains to the writer then to look at the system sociologically, 

assuming, reasonably it is suggested, that the system is normiltively based. The 

assumption may be made because the institution had its genesis in a leeal system, 

and is administered by, and has become a part, of it. 

To decide whether or not the system is sociologically useful,one 

question must be answered. It has already been referred to. ruhat quest1· on 1· s 1· s .L , 

the system effectively conferring public benefit? 

Tni FAUILY AND '.l'IIS IHSTITU'.i.'ION. 

In S3 of the Act the family circle is chosen as the only group from 

which claimants may come, thus being a member of the testator's frunily is a sine 

qua non for any application and further at least prima facie evidence of moral duty 

on the part of the testator under the special relationship tlready referred to. 

The family is to be left without interference if that is possible. The burden of 

maintenance ~~  remain on the testator after death just as it did during his 

lifetime, He is obliged to continue his duties of parenthood and marriage. Since 

the family is so important it is granted an extraordinary favour by the leglislature. 

The policy of the courts is normally aimed against any repairing of mistaken 

execution of legal documents, but often the power to alter ;1ills operates ,ri th just 

this effect in this institution. 

Ironic however, in regard to this concern for the family, is the 

availability of loopholes in the statute which oust the jurisdiction of the court. 

Inter vivos disposition, land (immovables) outside Hew Zealand, and movables if the 

testator lives outside New Zealand are not touched as a pa.rt of the estate. '.i.1he 

writer supposes that if a testator goes to such trouble to avoid the operation of 

the Act that the family is already in difficulties, but if~ on the other hand'> the 

avoidance is by mischance or as a result of ignorance the loopholes are 

irreconciliable ni th the purpose of the Act, and the mistakes, r emeclied by the 

Act elsewhere, will remain to deny protection. Further it is noticeable in thia 

Act that all child.ren, the spouse, etc, are individua11y qualified. to apply for 

maintenance. !fo,rever a .rea-1mess arises nhere children are minors for guaruians 
• 

must apply on their behalf. In the case of a unnilling guardian the child may be 

unprotected, althout;:h the Court has residual authority to include parties, S4 (2) 

and (4), or grant extensions of tine S9 (1). 

In an institution aimed at protection it is odd that such weclmesses 

remain~ Perhaps it has been lf.ound that in fact they do not operate harshly, 

nevertheless they remain to tr p• tl1e' unwary or d.isadvantai::;e the deserving :Ln s cme 
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situations, and should, for that, be rectified. 
THE 

'.!.'HE F AMilY ANDLsoc1010G-rcAJ,LY vrrr:.sD n ~S TITTJ'l'IOH. 

The reason for maJcing a will is seen in society as being to 

assure the vrellbeing of the family. This Act emphasizes the intimate emotional 

qualities of family life. Interference w.i.th this may meen insecurity and 

uncertainty and this institution contemplates unfettered freedom of testacy as 

dangerous in this regard. 

The family might be described as a maintenance group in that they 

are maintained physically by a member or by members, that they maintain 

emotionally each other, and that they maintain institutions outside themselves 

by patronage or membership. There is thus a canplex economic pattern formed 

which usually involves a definite division of labour and interest within the 

group, and mutual interaction which allows the family to be an independant and 

in many ways a self-supporting entity. This pattern involves duties, roles are 

to be played. Although things may be changing a comnon pattern may be seen -

father provides financial support - mother supports this with housework and child 

care duties. This relationship entails duties on both sides. Mother may play 

her roles at the expense to herself of a career,or boredom and fatigue, and the 

same applies to father. '.7ith the death of the actors the roles are not abolished, 

they must be filled, differently, but nevertheless filled. Income or capital 

received by an estate is the only practical method of doing this 1 alb~t its 

ineffectiveness to replace the actor. In view of this> no argument may be 

presented to reasonably allow a testator to renege on continuing his past duties, 

at the expense of those who supported him. He might be seen as morally estopped 

:from doing so. If such actions were allowed society would bear the cost. The 

economic view is important, but is lessened in its standing where an estate is 

too small to provide adequate mainten2.11ce, as most are. The welfare sy.stem 

will still bear much of the cost of the death of a breadwinner, and in fact in 

most cases under this .Act that this will happen anyway is ensured by S13. 

Obviously ecnnomics are not the only, or even, the major, raison d'etre of the 

institution. Income redistribution is now basically the government's job not 

the family's. 

The writer's opinion is that socia.l reasons exist to justify the 

institution, and that in supplying these needs the institution confers a public 

benefit ~is thus efficacious and sociologically successful. 
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Modern urban industrialised society has spa'17ned the nuclear family 

as has already been noted. En.eh family attains a degree of independence hitherto 

unknovm in society. Society is too big, too advanced to allon services to be provided 

interfamily any more and instead separate institutions are provided. There is thus 

no need for vrhole groups of families to be connected for service production. Work-

places are institutionalised to produce efficiency, community businesses or 

enterprises are rare, emotional needs are servable within the family, and service 

institutions are official, impersonalJand in a way, ancilinrJ to actual living. 

Functions are separated. Families are subject to little direct interference, are 

able to make autonomous decisions, in short,have large measures of independence 

which in turn create dependence within. The more a family isolates itself the more 

parents, husband, vrife and children tend to have an intimately integrated system. 

In the light of an assumption that this facet of society will not change,a 

supportive system is required in the event of disaster to ensure at least some 

possibility of a continuence in this state. The Family Protection system  does this. 

The nuclear family has been seen to intensify personal and emotional 

involvement vrithin a family. A sense of family continuity should thus be conserved 

if possible; this concerns an ongoing relationship parents and children. There is 

a general sense of responsibility from both parties for the other, although with 

aging the type of responsibility changes. For example, when children are infants 

a parent's responsibility is for guidance, maintenance and protection; but as 

children become adults these srune duties devolve upon them in respect of their old 

pa.rents and their onn children. 

Fam~lies serve their o'IVTl needs by a process of r eciprocity and 

exchange. The needs of families are various, and of different types, and the ~ay 

that these tasks are equalised is by r eciprocal actions being exchanged. In this 

way the expectation of some in.heri ted rewn.rd is often the reciprocal exchange 

stiraulus to the doing of services for older members of the group. The economic 

aspects of inheritance have already been discussed and their lessening importance 

noted, but gaining is the symbolic importance of inheritance in recognition of work 

done, and services r endered.  • That this is s o is illustrated by cases vrhere the sUJ:1 

of the estate or anard was less than the cost of the action·. So in maintaining 

family continuity a settse of order, desert and identification ~~  also be ~aintained. 

The reason for testacy,in a time when intestacy rules provide· distribution rrhich 

corresponds to most nills actually wr:itten,would a p1~ear to be a clesire t o maintain 

this f2rnily intimacy and identification. L ~ceptance of the reciprocity/ exchant:;e 

situation tsi ves the indi vidua.l a pl a ce , ho may partj d.pate in e:roup freely• 
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The provisions of the act help to r einforce this. l<,amilies may be perpetuated in 

time as long as reciprocal and exchange processes remain in action. The 

importance of reciprocity may be seen clearly in this gift- giving area. 

In giving a g'ift the donor is making a judgement (in a will a final 

and eternal judgement) and giving an identity to the donee. The donee thus 

becomes what another sees him/her as, in society's eyes. Obviously the will as 

a final gift has enormous potential in this regard since an identity is given to a 

person intimately knovm, a comment is made upon the donee' s ability as an 

exchange partner (i.e. a gooa/bad husband/wife). Furthermore if, as under the 

system of testamentary freedom, no outside body can dispassionately judge the 

situation, then the donee is forced to accept the donors judgement and the 

identity becomes fixed. As will be seen later the courts have been prepared 

often) to cast doubts on the donor so as to reestablish a favourable identity i'or 

the donee. The living are placed before the dead for the obvious reason that 

donees must continue as members of society without the stigma of an unfair 

disposition. As Levi-Strauss has said II goods are not only econor.lic c0I!l!;1odi ties 

but vehicles and instruments for realities of another order; influence, power, 

sympathy, status, emotion" (12). In the Family Protection Act we may see t he 

11 fair and just father" as safeguarding social standing and assets rather than 

the possession of goods. 

Obviously there ,1ill be cases vrhere despite a decision on the part 

of a potential donor that the donee has not been a good exchange partner the 

court will grant relief. Perhaps the status of the donee is maintained by 

public ignorance of how a gift was obtained and by its obstensible possession. 

Family protection reports appear not to be publicly noted in the press. 

'Dhe gift can thus be seen as a tcken of reward or arrard. It may 

be in recognition of status or in recognition of achievement, in the Family 

Protection institution it appears to act efficiently as both. To the world at 

large the gift objectifies past social relationships ,ri th the donor. Re ciprocity 

is distributive justice; m.thin a f amily relationship one may see a balance of 

debts. In a m.11 t he bal~ce of debts may be seen to be equalised for eternity, 

a type of family continuity is preserved. The lack of a vrillable commodity 

appears to make little difference to actions under the act, obviously t he 

sentimental component is the most important. Social rn.nkings ar e maintained , 

and strengthened by allocation according to perceived worth. 

Another side of t he coin is, of course, atonement for sins clone 

during the lifetime. 1'his is an aspect much stressed by the co1.irb, as rli]l be 
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seen later. 

The principle of r eciprocity seems to pr eclude the normative 

analysis as well. Reciprocity depends in a large measure on the freedom of 

choice given the testator. Honesty is important at least inter partes, and the 

courts seek to carry out this function. But normatism implies a strictness in the 

field where gifts may be given. 'l'he testator would have to follor1 a norm of 

testacy, institutionally·approved. The gift is expected, not seen as defining 

any position in the family, a chose-in-action rather than an expectancy. 

To test the idea of reciprocity within the family circle the 

writer took a brief survey of 12 cases spre~d over the unrelated years 1954, 1956~ 

and 1962 (13). 

The intention of the survey was to establish r1hich of 11 need" p..nd 

"status maintenance" was considered the more important by the court3 in their 

decision. By "status maintenance" is meant those factors such as continuity and 

the balance of debts as have already been discussed. 

Seven of the cases were brou&ht by widovrs, all r.ere successful, 

(a,b,c,d,e,h,m) . (One case although brought on behalf of the children of the 

deceased is for the purpose of our aims better classified as falling into the 

widows' group ( c)). 

Five were brought by siblings; four by daughters (f, g ,k,j), one by 

a son (i). The action by the son was the only failure. 

Of the seven widows' cases, five of the marriages had been 

unsuccessful (a,c,d,e,h). In four of these cases (a,c,d and e) the court la.id 

the blame for the unhappiness on the dead husband and gave relief despite the 

obvious bre2.k:donn in affection. In each of these cases the ,1ife' s ability as a 

housewife and as a childrearer was not denigr ated. The wife , as a result of 

playing an apparently successful role as a i'Tife ., was benefited. This, considering 

the unsuccessful nature of the real marriage, is misleading, and is submitted t o 

be designed to give the 11idow a status in rridowhood which she lacked in marriage. 

'l'wo of t hese cases are especially interesting in this regard since in neither did 

the i'rife play all of the commonly e,ssumed v1i f ely roles, such as sex, house·,·rnrk 

and cooking, comp~ionship, and keeping in t ouch with relations. The sum 

conir.i..butia1 in one cas e was bringing up childr en apart from the husband (d), in 

t he s econd the contribution seems t o have been t he f act of being rr.a1:Ti cd alone, 

since the parties very quickl y parted ( c). Yet the wives ,1ere a cc orded pn.ramount 

consideration . In the s econd of these cases furthermore the husband hacl c.s suucd 
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de facto relations with another woman and had had children. .e:ven admitting that 

the husbands were in fact to blame 1 the position of the wives in these five cases 

appears to be tenuous - the services rendered by rrives in general rrere not 

provided, i.e. there was no exchange, yet the courts decided that they deserved 

better. The institution of marriage may be seen as being protected in the court's 

tendancy to conside~lltreatment during the testator's life merited better on his 

death. The other woman who had been a de facto wife was little considered,though 

she had been the better exchange partner. Social justice/ as far as the de jure 

wife was concerned, was seen to be done. Her social status nas increased since her 

deceased husband was blamed for the failure of the marriage and since her vrifely 

abilities were not challenged. She was seen to deserve and need the income. 

Typical kinds of statements are those such as; she reared the family (d), she had 

in no way offended (c), that she was entitled to an income sufficient to allow 

her to live in "such s.tate of life as is appropriate to her status as the . 

widow of a wealthy farr.1er who treated her very badly in his lifetime" (e). 

So a wife is portrayed to the uorld in general as a good exchange 

partner, one who deserved favourable treatment, one who deser ves to maintain her 

status. In the fifth case of an unhappy marriage, the cocr-t did not attribute the 

blame for the breal<dmm in the marriage at all, (h) , indeed the morals of the Tihole 

event were studiously avoided by the court nhich concentrated on economic aspects. 

The estate ,ms small but had been built up in some degree by the wife, \7ho als o was 

in relatively needy circumstances. The result; the court Gave a nominal gift to 

be paid in limited conditions, the tenor being,for economic need only. 'i'he widow's 

status as being a widow was not boosted since the gift was small and the judgement 

less than effusive on her behalf. 

In the two cases of happy marri ages (b ,m), the points were ta!:en 

early that; (1) the wife was a good exchange partner "there is no sugr,est ion that 

she is not a capable and re sponsible person, and it appears that she may be relied 

upon to maintain the property as a f amily home11 (b). 'i'he '7idow "had been an 

altogether des·erving wife who had assisted her husband greatly'' (m) • 
• 

(2) 'l'hat the l a ck of suitable provision was not a r eflection on the wife in any 

way, in one case the will was not altered although the intention was present (b), 

and in the other the t estator mis calculated the amount needed for adequate support 

(m). The court appeared to function to alter the position to one which both the 

husbands had. in f act desired/but hau. mechani cally failed. to achieve . It is 

submitted that the i'Tifc' s self esteem ,7ouJ.d have been in some u.ee;ree restored in 

the official recogni tion of her deserving qualities, after lw.ving been b~dly 
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treated in the wil1, and her social statuz as a good exchange partner retained. in t he 

same way. The burden afthe failure in the will was quite clearly taken from the 

wife's shoulders. 

Though need was introduced as an import n,nt factor in all the cases in 

only one was it the major factor (h). In the other six the deservi!1g (or inoffens-

ive as comrared with the deceased) nature of the wife was stressed and, is submitted, 

was the major feature of- each decision. 

The sibline cases. Four cases were brought by dau:;hters. (f, g, j,k). 

Three of these were cases in vrhich the d.au,shter and father had been separated for 

years, (f ,g, j) but the blame for this state of affairs was cast at the feet of the 

testator rather than of the daughter. The daughter in one case was considered too 

young to be able to see her father herself (f) and in another the testator's 

failure to make any efforts to see his child was regarded as a salient feature of 

the case. 11 (I)t does not seem that any blame for the lack of association can be 

attributed to the daughter" (j). In both of these cases though in fact the 

father/child relationship was entirely absent the daughter benefited. She V1as 

thus exonerated for her failure to play any part in the exchange roles which would 

have been normally expected of her. In the other two cases (g,k) the daughter's 

actual role-play achievements were stressed; in one she was a dutiful daughter (g) 

and in the other a nurse in her father's old age, i _n fact the inference was that she 

had sacrificed herself to his needs and deserved reward (k). The reciprocal 

duties vrere balanced by the court. This was most noticeable in the later case 

(k) vrhere it was specifically held that the daughter had no need but that she 

deserved sonething since she nas the testator's only child and in recognition of 

her service. 

It was stated early in this paper that the importance of blood ties 

was a basic assumption of the Act. This is illustrated in three of the five 

sibling cases (f ,i,k), where the point vms s pecifically made. The courts found 

it difficult to disinherit children in favour of strangers even when the strangers 

had had far more to do with the testator, and in terms of need in one case nere 
• 

far more deserving (f). In the case of the son (i) nhere the application rms 

refused, the court went so f ar as to say, "had the testator in the pres ent case 

left to a stranger or strangers •••••• I would have thought there was considerable 

force in &. content i on that the pl aintiff ho.d a clai m upon the testo.tor I s bounty" ,. 

The vrriter subr.iits that the courts have concerned the;;1Selves in a 

large decree nith the equalisat:i.on of recip:i.~ocity debts and r::i.th t he maint e11.:~.nce 

of social status . ~'he s ocioloi·icol perspective it is snbm:i. ttBcl ~11('\vm the 
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Family Protection .Act in a clen.r light as conferring a public benefit (asswning ns 

docs the writer that status maintenance and balancing debts are beneficial). 

Most actions under the system are brought by wia.ows or children, 

though the act does not provide that this should be so. There is no doubt in the 

writer's mind that there are· tTio major reasons for this. The first is the greater 

emotional stake in a family held by a m.fe·. Her role in bringing up (and being 

confined with) the family, and closer connection with the f amily home mean that a 

large part of her life is involved in family. Her reward, the reciprocal 

arrangement, may often be possible only upon the death of her husband; here the 

marriage is finally seen as what it was worth · .o the participants. Methods of 

correcting mista"k:es or unfairnesses are thus essential. Secondly) support is usually 

undertaken by the husband, the wife is thus unused to working, perhaps she will have 

no skills, and certainly as she ages jobs will be harder to get. Interim support is 

often necessary. This also applies to children who may be too young to work, or 

still being educated, provision if possible should also be made in these areas. 

Inheritance may be seen as buttressing the activities of a society-

wide support system providing a release from both the moral and possibly physical 

cornnitments of other members of the family. Legal, emotional, and moral obligations 

may be escaped if a testator provides adequately for these in his ,:ill, they may 

other:,ise be foisted upon unwilling or inadequately prepared members of the f amily. 

Thus far it may seem that free dom of testacy is of no use in society 

at all. But the act makes no attempt to abolish the freedom, but merely attaches 

strings to be utilised if necessary. 1.'lhy? One reason is that the system is not 

used excessively". Obviously the freedom is not causing too much difficulty, and 

since most problems gxe curable the freedom might just as well remain. The second 

reason is that freedom of testacy is an accommodation mechanism. It functions to 

meet, not only the family continuity situation already discussed above, but also 

the demands of the social value of freedom, of democracy, and of r at ionality. 

Freedom (like justice) is only relative, it raust be dispensed in the conte~-t of 

values, noroative demands and social reality. Thus it must be responsibly exercised, 

and a balance must be established between the right to give, and another's rit;ht t o 

receive an inheritance. Democracy too requires a degree of responsibly exercised 

personal f:re eclom. In the cas e of a rational decision to disinherit for good 

cause , i7hy should this not be at leas t possible? The less democratic idea of 

fixed portions takes no account of individual situations and acts blindly. Ju:,tice 

can not affo:ccl to be blind in this area. Testamentary freedom must bo exercised 
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rationally. In practice the real use of this freedom is in the hands of the 

rich since it is they v,ho may provide for dependants ancl give other outside gifts. 

There is no reat.on nhy, rrhen a family is satisfied, the estate funds should not be 

disposed of as the testator wishes; it is rational that this should happen. 

Testamentary freedom is useful in society since it takes note of 

voluntary kin relationships, social and geographical mobility and multilineal 

descent patterns. Society today gives a freedom to a testator to choose among 

people as beneficaries. Indeed beneficaries must be named in wills. In a multi-

lineal situation there a.re many possible takers on both the husband's side and the 

wife I s side. Freedom of testacy allo;7s a choice to be made among such possible 

takers. Similarly job, social, and geographical mobility means that families may 

grow apart, even close relatives may be virtual strangers, freedom of testacy alloTis 

the exclusion of such people from benefit. 

Freedom of testac7 thus allows society's requirements for family 

protection to be met when strings are attached, and also allows the freedoms and 

values to be held by society to be realised when the family is protected; its 

continuing operation is essential. 

COHCLUSION . 

The writer anticipates that the conclusion is clear. '.!.'he institution 

looked at sociologically is largely successful in carrying out vrhat the author 

believes was its intended purpose, that of maintaining fairness and family 

continuity. 

I<'DHS. 
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